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Story Teller by:  Jeff Wolf

Photos vs. Videos & Senses

 If a photo speaks a thousand words how many words does a Video 
speak?  

	 While	photos	are	a	great	way	to	capture	an	image	of	a	specific	per-
son, environment or object it has no audio or video.  A photo has to be 
good enough to make you think you are at the location where it was taken.  
You have to imagine how the senses would react if you were there in per-
son.  Sight is covered, hearing, smell, touch and taste have to be imagined.   

 A video on the other hand is still somewhat limited, however, it 
would increase the sense of sight as the pixels are in motion, a video 
would also fully trigger the sense of hearing as a good video has sounds 
and if the video is produced well it would have high quality sound, how-
ever, you still have to imagine the senses of smell, touch and taste.

 Maybe someday there will be a medium for us to enjoy that would 
allow us to use all of our senses. Although the imagination is a very pow-
erful tool.

 This is just something to think about….another way to allow us to 
enjoy our hobby to the fullest extent without actually being there.  WMM
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This’	54	Chevrolet	210	Bel	Air	is	on	fire	and	is	setting	low	with	
an attitude.  Greg White came out to the Drive-In in style!  Great job 
Greg!
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(top left)  Mike Robinson will 
need to wipe off the rain drops of 
his ‘32 Ford Two Door Sedan.  It’s 
brigtht red with some cool looking 
flames	and	a	set	of	newer	model	5	
spokes.

(bottom center)  Bill Monteleone 
sports a ‘40 Ford Coupe,  what a 
beautiful color and has body colored 
steelies wrapped in white wall tires.

(top right)  Steven Cushman 
cruises in style with his ‘55 Chevro-
let Handyman Wagon.  The ‘55 has 
a mostly stock exterior and some 
unique wheels, ones you don’t typi-
cally see on a ‘55.
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Robert Casper - ‘32 Ford Roadster - Buick Nailhead Powered

Grey	leather	covers	the	floor,	door	panels	and	seats,	while	a	body	
colored dash is pinstriped and sports gauges in an engine turned bezel.  
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(top)  Paul Friedrick - ‘57 Oldsmobile Fiesta
    (bottom)  Bob Bailey ‘40 Ford Coupe

(top)  Ray Astamendi - ‘63 Chevrolet Impala 
(bottom)  Richard Freng ‘59 Chevrolet Biscayne
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(top)  Bobby Eidem - ‘42 Ford Coupe
(bottom)  Gordon Mcclonie - ‘58 Cadillac Coupe

(top) Joe Rode - ‘47 Ford Convertible
(bottom)  Jared Roethlisberger ‘51 Oldsmobile Coupe
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(top)  Jack & Debi Petitt  -‘57 Pontiac Star Chief  - Green with Envy
(bottom)  Mike Herring - ‘49 Ford Woodie

(top) no window sitcker but very cool
(bottom) Dave Maxwell - ‘48 Ford Tudor
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(top)  Bob Dutton ‘53 Ford Sedan (love the white walls and steelies)
(bottom)  Tony Miller ‘50 Ford Victoria

Not sure Randy McDaniel meant to power park his ‘40 Ford Sedan 
but, I’m glad he did,  it cetrainly gave me a great photo opportunity!!!!



                       Besides the cars, the people were also great.  Kent
                       Morse has this killer low ‘61 Oldsmobile 88.  
                       Kent is originally from Texas.  Hope to see you 
                       back in the Lonestar State soon!!!
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 The	pinstriping	and	flaked	roof	are	outstanding!
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(top)  I love talking to female Hot Rodders.  - Jo Ella Taylor has 
this cool ‘54 Ford Customline.  (bottom)  Marvin Coley - ‘50 Mercury 
Coupe looks good in forrest green!

(top) Marty Wells has this cool ‘46 Buick Convertible.  It gets 
low over a set of wires and wide whites.  
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(top)  Sam Falco brought out his cool ‘50 Merc Custom. 
(bottom)  Danny Herenandez own’s this LOW ‘53 Chevrolet Suburban.  



                    

                    This ‘40 Ford 2-door Sedan looks good sittin’ low with the hot 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 flames	and	big	hoops.
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(top)  This ‘50 Chevrolet Bel Air Hardtop was loaded with custom 
features	like	the	Ride	Tech	suspension	to	get	it	low	and	the	flawless	
Indigo Blue paint.  (bottom)  Howdy Doody Ya’ll!!!!
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One of the high polished street 
rods on display on the inside was this 
beauty known as “Halo.”  The paint is 
a gorgeous blue with highly polished 
big hoops setting up a bit to show off 
the under body with the mirrors.  

Inside the engine bay was just as stun-
ning as the outside thanks to body col-
or	firewall	and	a	polished	super	charger	
topping things off.  

Fat Fenders are certainly the way to 
go here and the grill is just a beautiful 
work of art.  
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The .38 Special is a ‘38 Ford Road-
ster owned by George Sepulveda, built 
by Kugel Components and designed by 
Steve Stanford & Mickey Larson was 
drop dead gorgeous.

It features an engine from Redline Per-
formance and interior by Ron Mangus.

The paint was as class as it gets and was 
sprayed by Mark Mahood.  WOW!!!

Details were found everywhere from 
the custom interior with perfect color 
matching leather and ample amounts 
of	stainless	trim	which	flows	through-
out including the trunk.  
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(top)  ‘37 Desoto- Love the purple hue of Gerald Siegeler’s ride
(bottom) ‘41 Willys aka “Swoopster” - Bob and Shari Morgan 

Jeffrey Hess - ‘65 Chevrolet Impala SS - Woodland Hills, CA 
Awesome two-tone paint job!!! Check out this awesome detailed en-
gine compartment!  



                   The interior is a Glide
                   bench seat covered in Ivory
                   Ultra Leather and stitched
                   in tuck and roll.  

                   The gauges are ‘48 Ford
                   in custom matching colors.

                   The top has been chopped
                   1.5” with the drip rails 
                   removed.  

                   Other body mods include:
                   tucked in bumpers, and ‘39
  Don Kirk came all the way from Balitmore, MD to show off his ‘40                           Ford Headlights.
	 	 Ford	Coupe	aka	“Black	Rose.”		The	engine	is	a	‘49	Ford	flattie
  The frame is a stock ‘40 completely boxed and the suspension gets
  it low courtesy of Ride Tech!  

                         

                         The white wall tires and killer caps set
                         set the mood for the correct period.
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                                                                                                                                                                                                          The interior is clean and highly 
  The Speed ‘33 Ford all steel body                   customized throughout.  
  is covered in mile deep black paint                             
  over laser straight panels.                                                                                                                                                 The wheels are old school Americans
                            and appropriately sized.
  The ‘33 is owned by David Kornell
  and powered by a detailed 480HP LS3 
  backed by a 4L70E and sends that 
  power to a Ford 9”.  
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  ‘32 Ford Roadster - Sandy Hastings - Watsonville, CA
  The engine bay is highly detailed and color co-ordinated!
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The interior appears to be set for thousands of comfortable miles 
and is a perfect match for the exterior.  Sandy’s ‘32 even sports a cus-
tom console an engine turned gauge cluster and yards of leather.

Sandy’s ‘32 is “Forever Loved”  a tribute to Doyle Hastings.  



 

 

     The theme of the 2013 Grand National Roads Show was “Aloha” and I can’t think of a more apprpriate theme especially
     when you visit the “Woodies, Wagons & The Spirit of Aloha” which took place in Building 9.  

     This building housed very cool Woodies and Wagons of all makes and models and was also the place to celebrate
     the Spirit of Aloha. There were also several appearances of hula dancers and native musicians to keep the crowd entertained.
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(top)  Ted Owen - ‘50 Ford Woodie
(bottom)  Henry Gong - ‘56 Chevrolet Nomad

(top) Gene Anawalt - ‘36 Ford Woodie - San Juan Capistrano, CA
(bottom) Dave & Denise Synder - ‘51 Chevrolet Suburban
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(top) ‘34 Ford Woodie - Marty Vandergoot 
(bottom)  ‘51 Mercury Station Wagon - John Dusckett

(top)  Lynn Pew - ‘37 Ford Woodie - Simi Valley, CA
(bottom)  ‘51 Mercury Woodie - Chuck & Janice Elliott One Beachin’ Ride
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(top)  Jeff Truttman - ‘51 Ford Country Squire Woodie
(bottom)  Bruce Peterson - ‘54 Chevrolet Sedan Delivery

(top)  ‘32 Ford Woodie - Candy Brown
(bottom)  ‘34 Ford Woodie - Jim Kelley
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(top)  ‘40 Ford Sedan Delivery - total production 5531 
(bottom)  ‘48 Ford Woodie - David & Debbie Odell

(top)  here is a cool surfer dude hanging out at GNRS!!
(bottom)  Weesner booth!  Way Cool!
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Mike Herman and the crew from 
H&H Flatheads had a nice booth dis-
playng	their	numerous	flathead	products	
including several which were perched on 
their stands for everyone to see.

The rest were in EXTREME show qual-
ity stuffed under the hood of many of the 
rides both inside and outside the build-
ings.

No the photo below is certainly not 
a	flathead	but	rather	a	highly	detailed,	
painted and polished to the hilt Buick 
Nailhead. 

Mike and crew are also experts on nu-
merous other vintage engines.  Check 
them out for your next project.
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Building 10 was home to the ever popular “Suede Palace”  This 
building was packed to capacity throughout the weekend.  Here are 
just a few of my favorites!  The Rockabilly Playboy is ‘49 Ford Custom Convertible owned by 

Mitch Mcnally and built by Bo Huff in 2003.  
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Cool White ‘54 Chevrolet owned by Vincent Marquez of Apple 
Valley,	CA.		Check	out	the	metal	flaked	blue	roof	and	the	looow	smooth	

style with wide whites and cool caps.

(top  This bright red Ford while way cool didn’t have any info.
(bottom)  ‘52 Chevrolet Bel Air - Chris Jensen - San Dimas, CA
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‘63 Ford Galaxie Convrertible
Terry Wallace - San Diego, CA ‘29 Ford Model A Roadster - Brian Woo - Mission Viejo, CA

FLATTIE POWER!!!!
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Charles	Teixeira	of	Santa	Cruz,	CA	brought	out	his	killer	flamed,	
chopped & dropped ‘50 Mercury Sedan!  It certainly drew a crowd all 
day long!!!!
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Those of you who enjoy adult beverages will certainly dig this!!!
Aladdin was a ‘29 Chevrolet Roadster belonging to 

Felipe Cordedo of Downey, California!  Very Cool Ineed!!!
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Like them or love them you should re-
spect the countless hours of blood, sweat and 
tears and true craftmenship that go into true 
California Low Riders.  

Enjoy this ‘65 Chevrolet Impala SS Convert-
ible Low Rider owned by Jose Beltran of Ana-
heim, CA.

The paint on Jose’s ‘65 is perfect in ev-
ery  way shape and form.  I have an idea of 
the work that goes into a show winning paint 
job, but I’d say you have to multiple this type 
of work to have an accurate estimate.  All 
you	painters	out	there	just	imagine	the	diffi-
culty and work put into the preparation of the 
graphics alone.
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Roy Brizio Street Rods had a cool little 
dispalay going on in Pomona at the GNRS.

(top center) ‘32 Ford 5 Window Coupe, tra-
ditional	hot	rodding	at	its	finest.		Owned	by	
Clifford Hanson of Launa Hills, CA. Paint 
was by Darryl Hollenbeck on a chopped 
and channeled body.  

Remember Brizio builds cars to be driven!

(bottom left)  River Grove Farm ‘40 Ford 
Truck owned by Bob McDonald from Hal-
ey, Idaho .  Rides on Art Morrizon Chassis 
with ZZ4 power and 3 pedals.

(bottom right)  ‘32 Ford Roadster owned 
by Michael & Debbie Corazelli from Foster 
City, painted by Darryl Hollenbeck, interior by 
Sid Chavers and is powered by Chevrolet  ZZ4 
backed by a Tremec 5-speed.  Real Hot Rods 
have 3 pedals right?  

Did I mention Brizio builds cars to be driven?
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This awesome ‘51 Henry J is owned by Larry & Melody Hender-
ston.  It features awesome silver paint by Charlie Hutton of Hutton’s 
Color Studio.  It is powerd by a polished ZZ4 backed by a 700R-4.

Gabe’s Custom Interior show did a super nice job on the birght red 
leather.  The silver wtih red just POPS!!!  Detailed to the hilt from the 
fully custom interior all the way to the trunk.  Check out the build book.
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Tucci Hot Rods has this Chevrolet ZL-1 powered ‘32 Ford Road-
ster in contention for the AMBR!  I’d love to step on the loud pedal on 
this one!!!
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Larry Volk cruises in style with his ‘64 Chrysler Wagon.  Just 
proof that you can take a ‘60’s model car add some cool wheels and a 
customer interior, adjust the stance and have one cool ride!
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Wolf
Motorsports Magazine

Classifieds

1966 Corvette Coupe

37,000 original miles

$57,000

call David Wells:  419-583-6816
email David:  davidatsnyders@hotmail.com

Numbers Matching
327 ci w/350 HP/ 4 speed

Black inside and out!

Super Nice & Very Clean!!!

Wheels are currently knock offs
(still have orginal steel wheels, tires & hub caps)

67/427 Stinger Hood
(still has original hood)

Other original items are picutred above.
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www.oldrustinweeds.com   www.hiboys.com       www.aemgarage.com
www.gearheadgazzette.com                 www.darrylstarbird.com           www.redmonsrockinrides.com
www.hotrodthreads.com                      www.goodoleboyssandiedgo.com
www.good-guys.com                             www.hatfieldrestorations.com
www.mercurycharlie.com                    www.vintageair.com
www.gtacc.org     www.newstalgiawheel.com
www.ridetech.com           www.gmperformanceparts.com/erod
www.theisca.com       www.SEMA.org
www.autorama.com/casi                   www.larrywilliamsgraphics.com
www.lokar.com       www.motoraustin.com
www.barrygrant.com        www.motortexas.com
www.nhra.com
http://www.johndagostinokustomkars.com/

Cruisin’ the Information Super Highway..........
The February 2010 issue of Wolf Motorsports Magazine marked another first, the addition of “Cruisin’ the Information Super 
Highway....!

This section of the magaizne showcases links to special interest areas of the World Wide Web that deals with our love for the hobby!  
Sit back in your easy chair, grab a refreshing drink and expand your daily entertainment value with web sites that will get your mind 
wondering!!!!!  
Enjoy the latest addition!!

Wolf Motorsports Magazine
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Subscribe to Wolf Motorsports Magazine?

If you really like what you see in the magazine and would like to be added to the subscriber distribution list to 
be	notified	of	upcoming	issues.		It’s	simple,	all	you	have	to	do	is	visit	www.wolfmotorsportsmagazine.com	and	
click on the “subscribe” link.  Fill out the subscription form.  This will place you on a distribution list, and an 
email will be sent to your email address when a new issue is ready for your viewing pleasure.  THAT’S IT!!  

On the other hand, if you don’t care for the magazine and you would like to be removed from the distribution 
list and not receive any future communications from Wolf Motorsports Magazine, you may “unsubscribe” at 
the same link at www.wolfmotorsportsmagazine.com.  

Note:  Wolf Motorsports Magazine will not sell or use your email address for anything else but communica-
tion of upcoming issues and other changes going on at Wolf Motorsports Magazine.  

Thank you for your interest and support!!!

Jeff
Wolf Motorsports Magazine

Bench Racing
Bench Racing is defined in several different ways.		The	urban	dictionary	defines	Bench	Racing	as:

1.		To	discuss	quarter	mile	elapsed	time	of	a	car	based	on	a	list	of	modifications	or	horsepower	estimate.
2.		To	discuss	the	estimated	output	(in	horsepower)	of	one	engine	versus	another	based	on	lists	of	modifications	
done to each engine.
3.		To	discuss	the	estimated	output	(in	horsepower)	of	one	engine	versus	another	based	on	lists	of	modifications	
done to each engine.

While	I	do	agree	with	the	Urban	Dictionary’s	definition	of	Bench	Racing,	Bench	Racing	in	the	context	of	this	
section	of	the	magaine	will	be	defined	as:
1.  Discussion of ANYTHING  automobile related between at least two individuals with the goal of passing 
time at a car show, sharing automotive related ideas, opinions or entertaining themselves or others.  

Please feel free to share your bench race session wtih the readers by emailing:
benchracing@wolfmotorsportsmagazine.com

 Dave Kindig and his talented crew at Kindig IT Design out of Salt Lake City, 
Utah	built	the	“Tribute	32”	for	the	2013/2014	Goodguys	Giveaway	car.		It	was	first	seen	
at the SEMA Show in Las Vegas, Nevada and will be on display in 2013 at most of the 
Goodguys events.
 It was photographed here at the 2013 Grand National Roadster Show in Pomona, 
California.
 The “Tribute 32” features an all steel body (donated by George Poteet), and a 
GMPP	350	Ramjet.	The	modifications	include	a	2	1/2”	chop	and	was	bathed	in	“Good-
guys Yeller”.    This is a modern day version of the original deuce Tudor owned by Gary 
Meadors	which	was	the	official	Goodguys	logo	car!!!		WMM


